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In ThisSession

The New Consumer
Can get exactly what they want, instantly and  
effortlessly.

The New ConsumerJourney
How intent is redefining the marketing funnel

Understanding The Outdoor Audience
Who, What and Where of thisaudience

The New Formula For Growth
In the age of assistance, growth comes from  
predicting what people want

Measuring WhatMatters
Assistance in our path to conversion
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“We don’t sell boats. We sell time on the water.”
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Core Principles of Marketing
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Audience is the key
• Leverage your existing audience
• (Then) Go find new audiences
• Finally hold Digital ALL channelsaccountable



The New Consumer
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Empowered by mobile,  
today’s consumers can  
get exactly what they  
want, instantly and  
effortlessly.

As a result, they are more  
curious, demanding, and  
impatient than ever before. For  
marketers, this means these  
consumers are also tougher to  
reach and tougher to please
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Regardless of their unique personal habits, their  
goals are all the same –consumers need to get an  
experience optimized for them.

Growing demand means higher requirements for  
brands. But any brand can be prepared for it. On  
reacting to these customer shifts, brands must make  
the most of every customer interaction to adapt. It’s  
time to reposition your brand’s role in consumer  
decisionmaking.

Leading brands are winning over consumers by  
personally connecting with them and being helpful in  
their moment of need. Building meaningful  customer 
relationships is the key to unlock long term  value for 
and boost the bottom line.

More Curious, Demanding And Impatient Than Ever Before
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The New ConsumerJourney
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The Marketing Funnel Is Turned On Its Head
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How Intent Is Redefining The Marketing Funnel

Forget everything you know about the  
marketing funnel. Today, people are  
no longer following a linear path from  
awareness to consideration to  
purchase. They are narrowing and
broadening their consideration set in  
unique and unpredictable moments.

People turn to their devices to get  
immediate answers. And every time  
they do, they are expressing intent and  
reshaping the traditional marketing  
funnel along the way.
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It means that marketers can no longer plan on a  
linear journey. Today, consumer choice heavily  
influences reach and frequency. They’re choosing to  
engage with brands that are relevant, helpful, and  
personal. People are demanding assistance, and  
the brands that offer it are the brands that willwin.

As a consumer, you know this makes sense. As a  
marketer, hearing all of this might make you a bit  
uncomfortable. But there is a huge opportunity for  
your brand to influence the outcome. When people  
can count on brands, brands can count on growth.

What Does This Mean For Brands?
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Understanding The Outdoor Audience
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What are they passionate about?

When compared to the audience defined as "living in United States (country)", your audience is likely to be passionate  
Outdoor Enthusiasts, Boating & Sailing Enthusiasts, Travel Buffs.

3.6x more likely to be

Outdoor  
Enthusiasts

99.9% of Total Audience

They love nature and sports

They engage in outdoor activities  
like camping, hiking, rafting, fishing,  
skiing etc.

They spend weekends and  
vacations outdoors

3.2x more likely to be

Boating &Sailing  
Enthusiasts

12.5% of Total Audience

They follow or enjoy boating or  
sailing

They spend more time than the  
average user watching games and  
reading about sports and results

They often engage inplaying  
amateur sports themselves

1.Sx more likely to be

Travel Buffs

71.5% of  Total Audience

Their passion is to travel the world

They research the locations they  
want tovisit and plan their trips

They immerse themselves in the  
culture of the place theyvisit

2.2x more likely to be

Green Living  
Enthusiasts

24.4% of Total Audience

They are passionate about  
sustainable living

They strive tomake
environmentally-responsible choices

They read about the most current  
environmental issues

1.Sx more likely to be

Home Decor 
Enthusiasts

56.8% of Total Audience

They take great pride in the  
decor, design and upkeep of their  
homes

They have a very strong interest  
in home furnishings and decor

They read up on ideas about how  
to decorate and design their  
homes
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What  are they shopping for?

When compared to the audience defined as "living in United States (country)", your audience is uniquely interested in Vehicles  
(Other), Outdoor Recreational Equipment and Sports & Fitness.

2.7x m•ore likely to be 1.9x m•ore likely to be 2.9x m•ore likely to be2.7x more likely to be  
in-market for

1.Sx more likely to be  
in-market for

Vehicles (Other)

in-market for in-market for

Outdoor Recreational Sports & Fitness Autos & Vehicles

in-market for
Camping & Hiking

in-market for

21.5% of  Total Audience

Equipment

21.1% of  Total Audience 35.8% of  Total Audience 53.7% of Total Audience

Equipment

10.9% of Total Audience

3.2x more likely to be  
in-market for

Campers & RVs

9.0% ofTotal Audience

1.4x more likely to be  
in-market for

Home & Garden

58.1% of  Total Audience

3.1x m•ore likely to be

Fishing Equipment

9.3% of Total Aud ience

1.5x more likely to be  
in-market for

Trips by Destination

47.6% ofTotal Audience

1.Sx more likely to be  
in-market for

Motor Vehicles
43.4% of  Total Audience
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Segment 1

)' -
Segment 2

. )'
Segment 3

Segment 4 Segment 5

What stood out to you for your brand?



Next Steps and Recommendations

• How can Outdoor  Audiences more effectively reach their target customer

o Who else should we target?

o Should we target specific Affinity or In-Market Audiences?

o Should we create a Custom Affinity Audience for each Segment or just the top ones?

• Now that we know our audience likes Arts &         Entertainment  and Autos &    Vehicles on YouTube, should we change our approach?

• If you knew someone interested in Outdoor Audiences was a Cooking enthusiasts, females, and predominantly aspiring chefs, is our current  
messaging/content relevant to that person?  How could you tweak it to make it more relevant to their interests and needs?

• How can Outdoor Audiences use the interests and aff inities of each cluster (and the overall audience) to produce better content that appea ls to  
the interests of the audience(s)?

• What else can we provide for next steps?



Summer Vacations – How People Use Search To  Do It
When planning a vacation or family outing,  
some will opt for out-of-town trips, while  
others will be doing some kind of  
“staycation.” Either way, those trips aren’t  
always as relaxing as people would like, in
fact, 41% of people think family vacations  
are more stressful than fun.
To  counter this stress, people want to feel as
confident as possible about the decisions  
they make. Whether planning an epic  
getaway or finding local weekend activities  
for the family, we’re seeing search become a  
go-to resource to help people discover  
places to go and things to do, be it at  
certain times or with certain people.
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What To Do & Where To Do It
Whether going across the country or staying close to home, over the summer months in particular, people are  

looking for a spark of inspiration wherever they’ll be.
1. We’ve seen a 6x increase in mobile  

searches for “things to do/activities” plus  
“near me” over the last 2 years. Some  
examples include: “Things to do near me  
today”, “kids activities near me”, “things  
to do near me this weekend”

2. Mobile searches for “best things to do”
grew over 85% as well. Examples include:  
“best things to do in Colorado”, “best  
things to do in the Grand Canyon”, best  
things to do near Yellowstone National  
Park.”

3. Mobile searches for “event/attractions”  
plus “near me” have grown over 500% in  
the last 2years, as people look for local  
concerts, tourist attractions, and other
activities.



Finding Things To  Do –In A TimelyFashion
Some of us  are great at planning ahead – others, not somuch.

Sometimes we wake up on a Friday, check the  
weather, and decide it’s a perfect opportunity for a  
day trip or weekend getaway, as evidenced by the  
fact that mobile searches for “day/weekend” plus “trip”  
grew over 100% in the last two years.

For example: “catalina island day trip,” “day trip  
ideas near me,” “weekend trip ideas,” and “weekend  
trip packinglist.”

And sometimes we're sitting at home and get a spark  
of motivation to do something at that moment:  
Mobile searches that include “things to do” plus  
“tonight” grew over 100% in the last two years.
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Experiences With Others
People are turning to search to find things that are personal to them. But when it comes to planning  

experiences, they want things that are perfect for others that they’re with —whether it’s kids, friends, or even a  
date.

“Faced with visiting cousins, I searched for ‘fun activities  
teens Ohiopyle,’” explaining that though he lived in  
Pittsburgh, “I don’t do stuff that teens would find exciting,  
so  I needed to come up with some ideas.”

In particular, we’ve seen a surge from people looking for
family experiences. Mobile searches for “kids/family” plus
“near me” grew over390% during the last two years.

Examples include “kids fun near me,” “family fun near  
me,” and “things to do with kids near me.”
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What This Means For Marketers
People don’t only want things; they want tangible  
experiences. And much like we don’t want to regret  
spending $1,000 on the wrong TV, we similarly want to  
feel confident about how we spend our precious time.

Marketers in the outdoor spaces have a perfect opportunity  
to offer customers unique experiences that invite them to  
participate in their brand in interesting ways. Travel,  
entertainment, and outdoor companies are obvious fits. But  
brands could also host cooking classes, stage creative and  
interactive demonstrations, or tie in to food and music  
festivals.

If your brand is staging events or experiences, one of the  
keys to success is making them discoverable by people in  
that area. Tailoring your search marketing for people  
actively seeking out things to do is a step in the right  
direction.
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The New Formula For Growth
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How do you create a brand people can count on?  
It starts with predicting intent and anticipating  
needs —throughout the customer journey.

People are signaling their intent every time they turn to  
digital for assistance. The challenge is to know your  
customers —really know them —so you can predict  
that intent.
People are making decisions at every step of the  
journey: beginning, middle, and end. Ensuring your  
brand is there to help, like is critical. It’s not an easy  
task. But it can absolutely be done.
The formula for driving growth has changed. And
predicting intent is now a critical part of the equation.
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When People Can Count On Brands, Brands Can Count On Growth



Predicting Intent & Anticipating Needs
Your customers want amazing memorable experiences and  
they want to feel confident in making that decision. How  
can you predict their intent and anticipate their needs? As  
marketers, chances are you’ve used consumer intent signals  
to understand what your customers want and then delivered
relevant experiences to them. But have you ever used intent  
signals to predict what your customers want? Are you using  
all of your data to really listen? When you listen to your  
customers, you can create new opportunities on your own  
terms, instead of fighting for space in a crowded ring.

Buffalo Outdoor Center in Arkansas found that by looking  
at the Q&A section on their Google My Business profile,  
they could see what kinds of questions people had and  
predict that many others may have the same questions and  
altered their content to tailor messagesaccordingly.

The challenge is to know your customers —really  know them —so you can predict that intent.
thexcitegroup.com 41
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Using Search Signals To  Predict Intent
What does “BEST” really mean?
It turns out that “best” isn’t an objective absolute. Finding  
“the best” isn’t necessarily about finding the best thing  
that exists, it’s about finding the best thing for your needs.  
As consumers, we have to make decisions based on  things 
beyond quality, price and basic features. The  deciding 
factor is often personal criteria and how it solves  my 
individual needs.
Since “best” is personal, look at “the best” and other  
specific search terms for your brand and category to  
confirm what needs consumers are solving for. Realize  
that specific searches can indicate a high-involvement  
purchase and clear intent. Someone searching for “best  
river rafting for a family with an eight-year-old” or “best  
cabins in Buffalo National Forest” is likely spending time  
and energy evaluating you and cares about getting the  
best in your category. Ensure your content and search  
copy convey how your products meet these needs and  
that you show relatable, real-life use experiences.
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Turning Typical Use Of Video & Search Upside Down
Marketers have typically used video advertising for upper-
funnel brand awareness and search advertising for lower-
funnel direct response. But it does make you wonder: If a  
brand wanted to use the power of video’s sight, sound, and
motion to drive consumers to take an action, would it work?  
A recent marketing push from Hawaiian Airlines provides a  
resounding “yes.” They ran a campaign that turned the  
typical use cases of video and search advertising upside  
down. Google Search ads helped get the airline’s name in  
front of people and follow-up YouTube video ads drove  
them to make incremental purchases. The results speak  
volumes.
Hawaiian Airlines increased flight bookings by 185%, while  
reducing cost per acquisition by 69% compared to other  
campaigns run concurrently.
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How The Campaign Worked
In preparation for the busy summer travel period, the airline  
wanted to find people who were considering visits to Hawaii.  
While in the past it has always relied on search ads to push  
customers to book flights, this time the airline took a cross-
channel approach. It used search ads as the first point in a  
conversation with the aspiring traveler, aiming to build  
awareness, and then followed up with a video push.
To do that, the marketing team set up a typical search  
campaign, focusing on branded keywords like “Hawaiian  
Airlines” and nonbranded keywords like “Flight to Hawaii.”  
Then it created a set of 15-second and 30-second video ads  
using the company’s market-specific brand creative and  
YouTube’s TrueView for action. The call to action in the  
direct-response format invited people to click-through to  
“See Fares,” where they were directed to a landing page of  
flight and pricing options relevant to their area.
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Measuring What Matters
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Measure What Matters
It's possible to measure a lot of things  
very well and yet not measure what  
really matters for yourbusiness.

Start with the outcomes you want to  
achieve, then determine the best way to  
measure for those goals. If there's a  
mismatch between your goals and your  
measurement KPIs, it hinders your ability  
to drive the results you really want.

The right match can be magic. Adhere  
to well-established metrics that tie  
directly to businessobjectives.
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Marketing In The “Age Of Assistance”

1.Is our content and our advertising creative truly helpful and assisting  
our targetconsumer?

2.Are we using our audiences to understand how they are assisting in  
our paths to conversion?



Stop Looking At Last Click!
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Know YourMoments
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Measurement Strategy

ShowUp

It’s easy to see why competition —and the ability to grow —is not what it used to be. People expect brands to  
know what they want and assist them in getting it. And the brands that evolve their strategies around consumer  
intent willwin.
The ability to understand consumers and tap into real intent is a game-changer for marketers. Make the decision  
to start building the engine to deliver what you care about: predicting intent to drive outcomes that grow your
business.

If you’re not therein
the moments that  
matter, your  
competitors will be

The need for speed is  
paramount

Use your data to  
create a delightful,  
valuable and relevant  
experience
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ShowUp

Consumers expects assistance everywhere. If your brand  isn’t 
there in the moments she needs you, it’s more likely your  
competitors will be. But how do you know if you’re turning  
up in the right moments? It all comes down to which  
moments are the most valuable.

Measure and understand the impact of all of your media  
touch points at each stage of the consumer journey so you  
can figure out which ones are driving business outcomes,  
and provide useful information whenever the consumer  
needs it.
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ShowUp
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Where You May Not Be ComfortableYet

• SearchRetargeting
• Geofencing
• CTV / OTT
• AdvancedRemarketing
• GmailAds
• Attribution / Analytics
• GoogleTrends
• People AlsoAsk
• Study YourCompetitors

Where You Already Know

• Organic Search
• GoogleAds
• Social
• PaidSocial
• Google My Business
• Video
• TrueViewAds
• Display
• Remarketing
• Email
• Content Creation / Blogging
• Analytics



Show Up - Behavior
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Show Up - Behavior
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Show Up - Location
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Show Up - Engagement
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Show Up – Engagement
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SpeedUp

Speed is table stakes. And the bar across all platforms  
continues to rise. To succeed, brands should deliver  
experiences that are fast, frictionless and relevant to user  
context and intent.
Make sure to exceed your consumer’s expectations by  
designing both online and offline experiences with their  
need-for-speed in mind.
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SpeedUp
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SpeedUp
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WiseUp

Today’s consumer responds to brands that understand her  
needs. If you want to drive profitable growth for your brand,  
you need to be able to meet those needs. By having a  holistic 
picture of your highest-value customers you’ll be able  to 
deliver what they want, and grow their lifetime value.

Identify and get to know your customers through first- and  
third-party data, then serve them the content they need,  
right when they need it.
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Top brands recognize that consumers  
expect assistance wherever they are, for  
whatever they’re doing. These brands use  
data to predict consumers intent and  
anticipate their needs across devices and  
contexts so that they can provide the right  
assistance, in the right moment.
They’re delivering helpful how-to content,  
new in-app functionality, speedy mobile  
sites-and much more-to help their  
consumers get things done. And they are  
seeing great success.
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How Your Brand CanWin
The reality is the customer journey is nothing short of  
dynamic. As the journey continues to shift and change  
shape, it’s becoming harder for marketers to make sense of  
all the consumer intent signals people leave behind. Today’s
consumers expect more. They want assistance at every step.  
Therefore, as marketers, we need to be one step ahead of  
our customers —it’s time to start predicting their needs  
regardless of where they are in their journey.
• Travelers want to feel confident. Make sure that you  

are taking every opportunity to let them fell the  
experience of your brand and be able to predict the  
answers to any questions they may have.

• Travelers want immediate gratification. This highlights  
the importance of differentiating one’s brand at every  
opportunity, whether it’s being there when someone  
searches for “top things to do near (your location),”  
having a fast mobile site that gives them the information  
they need on the fly, or proactively suggesting things to  
do in-destination once they’re on their way.

Travelers plan on taking more short getaways (3 nights or  
less) than longer vacations (more than 3 nights) in the next 12  
months.
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720-288-0539

Klint@xcitemediagroup.com 
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THANKYOU!

Text “xcite” to 57827
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